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Let a be a real number strictly greater than 1 and let D be a finite interval of Z
containing 0. In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions that
guarantee the existence, for any real, of an expansion in base a with coefficients in
D. Then we turn to balanced expansions, for which the sums of the digits of any
initial segment are uniformly bounded. These issues yield necessary and sufficient
conditions for stabilizing stationary linear discrete systems with a particular family
of control laws. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This research was motivated by the study of the following dynamical
system:
X s AX q Bu ,kq1 k k
u s u q ¨ ,kq1 k k 1 .
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where m is an integer. This is a stationary linear discrete system controlled
w xby a rule-based incremental control law 10, 13 . More precisely, X is thek
state of the system, A is the state matrix, and B is the controllability
vector; u is the scalar input and its variations ¨ take only integer values.k k
 . 5 5The problem is to find a sequence of inputs u such that sup X - `.k k k
w xIn control theory 19 , such an issue is called a state-feedback
``bounded-input bounded-state'' stabilization of the system X s AX qkq1 k
Bu , with constraints on the inputs given by the recurrent equationk
satisfied by u . Actually, we will deal with controllable systems X sk kq1
AX q Bu : for every X , there exists always a finite sequence of inputsk k 0
 .without constraints on u which drive the system from X to the origink 0
in other words, there exists k such that if we apply the inputs u , . . . , u0 0 k 0
to the system X s AX q Bu with initial condition X , then X skq1 k k 0 k q10
.0 . One shows that there exists then a coordinate transformation that
w x rewrites the system under a canonical controllable form 19 A is then a
 .Tcompanion matrix and B s 0 ??? 0 1 , where T is the transpose opera-
. w T x w xtor . With these choices of A and B, if we take u s y B AX , where ?k k
 .  4is the integral part, system 1 reduces to X s AX . In this newkq1 k
 4equation, ? stands for the fractional part, and the equality should be
understood componentwise.
  4.When A is a scalar, such systems X s AX are sometimes calledkq1 k
 w x.b-expansions following the notation introduced in 16 and are actually
1 one-sided Bernoulli shifts. Some properties like the statistical distribu-
. wtion of the orbits have been studied from an ergodic point of view 4, 7,
x15, 16, 17 . These properties yield information on the distributions of the
 . w xstate of the controlled system 1 12 . In practice such results are interest-
ing: systems which have reached a steady equilibrium state and systems
with arbitrarily small state but unpredictable behavior within a small
neighborhood are very different! Periodicity properties of the orbits can
w xalso be studied from the points of view of topology or measure theory 11 ,
w xor representability through automata 1, 2, 3 . The case when A is a matrix
is covered by the study of higher dimensional Bernoulli shifts, and more
w xgenerally dynamical systems 5, 9, 14, 18, 20 .
In this paper, we define the exact role played by m the bound on the
.  .input variations in the stability of 1 . What we mean by stability will be
made precise below. Indeed, we look for the smallest m that guarantees
stability for a scalar system the matrix A is a scalar denoted a from now
.on . This minimal value of m determines the variations range of the
1  .A one-sided left Bernoulli shift transforms a sequence q , q , q , . . . into the sequence1 2 3
 .q , q , . . . .2 3
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inputs, i.e., the dynamics of the control law: the larger m, the larger the
dynamics, and this may be physically hazardous important dynamics imply
.commutations at the actuators level, therefore sudden energy dissipations .
 .First we show that the stability of 1 is equivalent to the existence of
 .what we call a balanced expansion of a y 1 x q bu , and the core of the0 0
paper is then to define such expansions and to relate their existence to a
condition between a and m.
More precisely, we have the following theorem:
 .MAIN THEOREM. If m G a y 1, system 1 can be stabilized for any ¨alue
of a ) 1.
w xCon¨ersely, the condition m G a y 1 is necessary for stabilization for all
¨alues of a. If a belongs to a particular set of reals a union of inter¨ als
.defined later , the condition m G a y 1 is necessary and sufficient for stabi-
lization.
Everyone is familiar with the expansion of a number in an integer base
 .for instance decimal, binary, or hexadecimal expansions : if x is a real and
a an integer, then the expansion of x in base a is x s ` d ayi, withisyN i
N g Z and, for all i, 0 F d - a and d g N.i i
Instead of restricting us to integral values of a, we will consider here any
real value. Obviously there is no more unicity of the expansion in that
case. A first question is then: Which value can be taken by the ``digits'' d ?i
Actually, the question is to know whether these digits have to be arbitrarily
large integers. If we refer to decimal expansions, this can be reformulated
as: Is it possible to expand a real x in base 10 by using digits taken
between two bounds d and d , with d / 0 and d / 9? Andmin max min max
what is the minimal difference d y d for which such an expansion ismax min
always possible? Let us mention that we allow negative values for d andmin
positive values for d , since we have to work with any real x, be theymax
positive or negative. This remark is important since, for instance in
decimal expansions, we actually use digits between y9 and q9 e.g.,
.yp s y3.y 1 y 4 y 1 y 5 ??? and we may wonder whether 19 digits are
 .really necessary to expand any real in base 10 the answer is no .
We will need in the next sections the notion of a balanced expansion,
i.e., such that the sums of the digits of any initial segment are uniformly
< k <bounded: sup  d - `. For the sake of simplicity, we willk GyN isyN i
assume in that case d s yd .max min
w xWe will denote by x the largest integer that is not greater than x for
w x w xpositive x, and when x is negative x s y yx . Furthermore the differ-
w x  4ence x y x will be denoted by x .
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 .2. FROM STABILITY OF 1 TO EXPANSIONS
From now on, we deal with the scalar case and a controllable system,
 .which is equivalent here to b / 0. The first state equation of 1 can be
rewritten as
x s akq1 x q bu q abu q ??? qak bu .kq1 0 k ky1 0
The second equation yields by induction
u s u q ¨ q ¨ q ??? q¨ .kq1 0 k ky1 0
By combining both these equations, and expressing everything as a
function of ¨ , we have equivalentlyi
x s akq1 x q b u q ¨ q ??? q¨ .kq1 0 0 ky1 0
q ab u q ¨ q ??? q¨ q ??? qak bu .0 ky2 0 0
akq1 y 1 a y 1
kq1s a x q bu q b¨0 0 ky1a y 1 a y 1
a2 y 1 ak y 1
q b¨ q ??? qb¨ky2 0a y 1 a y 1
bu bu b0 0kq1s a x q y q0 /a y 1 a y 1 a y 1
b
2 k= a¨ q a ¨ q ??? qa ¨ y ¨ q ??? q¨ . . .ky1 ky2 0 ky1 0a y 1
 . kq1After multiplying by a y 1 and dividing by a ,
bu x a y 1 .0 kq1
a y 1 x q bu s q . 0 0 kq1 kq1a a
¨ ¨ b ¨ q ??? q¨ .0 ky1 0 ky1y b q ??? q q . 2 .k kq1 /a a a
 .The aim is to stabilize the system 1 , more precisely to obtain a BIBS
 w x.bounded inputs bounded states 19 behavior: we look for a uniformly
 .bounded input sequence such that the state of 1 is then uniformly bounded.
From a physical point of view, such a behavior is one of the less constrain-
ing one can impose: it is reasonable to consider bounded inputs since they
correspond to physical parameters they drive the effectors of the physical
.system . As for the state, it should be constrained to domains not too far
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 .from the equilibrium here the origin , which goes with the intuitive
 .meaning of stability small disturbances only shift slightly the equilibrium .
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. System 1 will be BIBS stable if and only if the real
 . . yknumber y a y 1 x q bu rb has, in base a, an expansion  ¨ a0 0 k G1 ky1
such that
k
sup ¨ - `. 3 . iy1
kG1 iG1
 .Proof. v Let us consider identity 2 . Since ¨ q ??? q¨ s u y u ,0 ky1 k 0
 .this last quantity is bounded if the system is BIBS stable, and 3 is
kq1  . kq1satisfied. Since bu ra ª 0 and x a y 1 ra ª 0, we have indeed0 kq1
 . . yky a y 1 x q bu rb s  ¨ a .0 0 k G1 ky1
 . . ykv Assume conversely that y a y 1 x q bu rb s  ¨ a ,0 0 k G1 ky1
 .  .where the ¨ satisfy 3 . Equation 2 can be rewritteni
x a y 1 b ¨ q ??? q¨ .  .kq1 0 ky1qkq1 kq1a a
¨ ¨ bu0 ky1 0s a y 1 x q bu q b q ??? q y . 0 0 k kq1 /a a a
¨ ¨ buk kq1 0s yb q q ??? y .kq1 kq2 kq1 /a a a
After multiplication by akq1, we have
¨ kq1
x a y 1 q b ¨ q ??? q¨ s yb ¨ q q ??? y bu . .  .kq1 0 ky1 k 0 /a
Both right terms are bounded; thus if ¨ q ??? q¨ is bounded, x has0 ky1 k
to be too.
 .To sum up, the desired stability of 1 is strictly equivalent to the
yk  .existence of an expansion  ¨ a in base a of y a y 1 x qk G1 ky1 0
. < k <bu rb such that, ;k G 1,  ¨ - `. Such expansions, as already0 iG1 iy1
mentioned, will be called balanced.
3. MINIMAL EXPANSIONS
We assume now that the control ¨ can take all integer values betweeni
two bounds d - 0 and d ) 0. We introduce the following notation:min max
n <A s d q d a q ??? qd a d g Z, d F d F d , i s 0, . . . , n 4n 0 1 n i min i max
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is the set of polynomial combinations of a, with a degree smaller than or
equal to n and integral coefficients taken between d and d ;min max
di  4F s x x s , d g d , . . . , d , i ) 0 i min maxi 5ai)0
is the set of fractional expansions, with digits taken between d andmin
d .max
LEMMA 3.1. The a¨erage distance between two consecuti¨ e elements of An
  ..nq1has the same asymptotic beha¨ior as ar d y d q 1 , when n ª `.max min
 nq1Proof. The elements of A take their values between d a yn min
.  .  nq1 .  .1 r a y 1 and d a y 1 r a y 1 . The cardinal of A , denoted bymax n
aA , is easy to determine when a is transcendent, since two elements ofn
 .nq1A are then necessarily distinct. Its value is d y d q 1 .n max min
For algebraic a, there may exist elements of A obtained by differentn
 .choices of d , . . . , d , and the value given before is only an upper bound.0 n
When this happens, we have an equality such as d1. q ad1. q ??? qand1.0 1 n
2. 2. n 2.  .s d q ad q ??? qa d . This can be rewritten as P a s 0, where P0 1 n
is a polynomial with unknown a and degree n. Since a is algebraic, there
exists a polynomial m of minimal degree p which admits a as a root.
Assume n ) p. Using the minimal polynomial m, we can express the
powers of a greater than p as a function of the powers of a smaller than
p, with integral coefficients. The equality stated before is then equivalent
 .to Q a s 0, where Q has now degree p and still integral coefficients.
This may be seen as a set of p q 1 linear equations with n q 1 unknowns
taking integral values between d and d . We conclude that there existmin max
 .nypat most d y d q 1 choices of d that may yield an equality likemax min i
 .nq1the previous one. Thus the lower bound is aA G d y d q 1 yn max min
 .nypd y d q 1 .max min
Since the average distance between two consecutive elements of A isn
the ratio between the difference of the maximal and minimal bounds of
A and its cardinal, the asymptotic estimate follows.n
LEMMA 3.2. If d y d G a y 1, the maximal distance between twomax min
consecuti¨ e elements of A is 1.n
Proof. The proof is made by induction on n.
v By construction, A is the set of all integers between d and d .0 min max
v
nWe notice that every element d q d a q ??? qd a can be written0 1 n
 ny1. nd q d a q ??? qd a q d a . Therefore0 1 ny1 n
A s jan q A , .Dn ny1
 4jg d , . . . , dmin max
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where the notation a q B, for a real a and a set B, represents classically
the set of all a q b for b g B. Let us write A s jan q A .n, j nq1
The various sets A are spread on the real line increasingly with j. Then, j
occasional overlapping of A and A can be detected by comparingn, j n, jq1
the maximal bound of the former and the minimal bound of the latter:
inf A y sup A .  .n , jq1 n , j
an y 1 an y 1
n ns j q 1 a q d y ja y d . min maxa y 1 a y 1
yd q d q a y 1 an y d q d .max min min maxs . 4 .
a y 1
This expression is equal to 1 for n s 0 and decreases then toward y`
when n increases, since by assumption d y d G a y 1; therefore themax min
different sets A overlap. Thus the induction assumption applied ton, j
A can be applied directly to the different A s jan q A forny1 n, j ny1
 4j g d , . . . , d . The fact that the A overlap allows us to concludemin max n, j
the validity of the induction hypothesis for A .n
Notice that the maximal distance is reached for all n, as the greatest
 . nelement in the usual order meaning of A is d q d a q ??? qd an max max max
n .and the element just before is d y 1 q d a q ??? qd a .max max max
PROPOSITION 3.3. The condition d y d G a y 1 is necessary for themax min
existence of an expansion in base a for e¨ery real number.
Proof. The proof is a reductio ad absurdum. Assume that d y dmax min
- a y 1.
In the previous proof, we saw that A s D A . Besides,n jg d , . . . , d 4 n, jmin max
 .when d y d - a y 1, Eq. 4 shows that instead of overlapping, bothmax min
sets A and A drift apart following an exponential function of n.n, j n, jq1
Since A is actually A , we see that the elements of A are those ofny1 n, 0 n
A as well as other numbers which, on the real line, are strictly on theny1
right or on the left of A . Put in other terms, when going from A tony1 ny1
A , no new element is inserted between the bounds of A .n ny1
If every real x admits an expansion in base a, we have x s N d ai qis0 i
` d rai, thus x is the sum of an element of A and an element of F.i) 0 i N
x  .  .wBut F ; d r a y 1 , d r a y 1 .min max
 nq1.Then let N be such that inf A q a y sup A is strictly greaterN N
 .  .than d r a y 1 y d r a y 1 , which is possible under the assump-max min
tion d y d - a y 1. All the previous remarks show that there willmax min
nq1x  .wexist reals x in the interval sup A , inf A q a without expansion.N N
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 .Remark. If d resp., d is taken to be null, the previous lemmatamin max
are still valid, and the proposition reformulates as a necessary condition
 .for the existence of an expansion for all positive reals resp., negative .
This follows from the fact that the convex hull of D A is no longern n
equal to the real line in those cases, but is restricted to its positive half
 .resp., negative .
PROPOSITION 3.4. The condition d y d G a y 1 is sufficient for themax min
existence of an expansion in base a of e¨ery real number.
Proof. Two steps will be needed: first we show that instead of consider-
ing any real, we can consider only elements of F; then we describe an
algorithm that yields the desired expansion for any element of F.
v Assume d y d G a y 1. Lemma 3.2 claims that the maximalmax min
distance between two consecutive elements of A is 1. Besides, under thatn
same assumption, F 's length is at least 1.
It is straightforward that A > A and that, for all N, there exists nn ny1
such that inf A - yN and sup A ) N. Therefore, in order to expand x,n n
we need only find an element a of some A for which the distance to x isn
at most 1. Then x y a will simply be considered as an element of F. As it
appears on Fig. 1, the only problem could occur because of the asymmetry
 .of F because d is not necessarily equal to yd : x y a may not be inmin max
FIG. 1. The real number x is seen as the sum of an element of A and an element of F.n
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F. In order to rule out that unfortunate case, let us introduce a9 s inf a g
< 4  < 4A a G x and a0 s sup a g A a F x . We claim that at least one of then n
two candidates a9 or a0 as an approximation of x is such that the
approximating error x y a9 or a0 y x is an element of F.
Indeed:
v We know that a9 y a0 F 1.
v  .If x y a0 G yd r a y 1 , thenmin
d d d y dmax max max min
a9 y x y F 1 q a0 y x y F 1 y F 0.
a y 1 a y 1 a y 1
v  .Similarly, if a9 y x G d r a y 1 , thenmax
d d d y dmin min max min
x y a0 q F x q 1 y a9 q F 1 y F 0.
a y 1 a y 1 a y 1
v The only thing left is now to give an explicit way of computing the
w  .  .xexpansion in base a of any element x of d r a y 1 , d r a y 1 , anmin max
interval denoted by I.
 .Assume we can assign to any z of I a digit d z taken between d0 0 min
 .and d , such that az y d z still belongs to I. If we take then, for allmax 0 0
 .n g N, z s az y d z , we havenq1 n n
d z d z d z z .  .  .0 1 ny1 n
z s q q ??? q q ,0 n n2a a aa
i.e., an expansion in base a, with a remainder z nran which behaves like
 yny1.O a .
Take
d y dmax min
l s ,
a y 1 d y d q 1 .  .max min
 4and, for all k g 0, . . . , d y d , define a map d bymax min
d d¡ min min
if q kl F x - q k q 1 l then d x s k q d , .  . mina y 1 a y 1~
dmax
d s d ,max¢  /a y 1
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In order to see that such a definition of d yields an expansion in base a,
 .we have to check that for all x in I, we have ax y d x in I, i.e.,
d d d dmin max min max
; x g , , F ax y d x F . .
a y 1 a y 1 a y 1 a y 1
Let us check first the right inequality. We introduce the notation x f y to
mean that x and y have the same sign:
dmax y ax q d x .
a y 1
d ad k q 1 d y d .  .max min max minG y y a q k q dmina y 1 a y 1 a y 1 d y d q 1 .  .max min
f d y d y k d y d q 1 y a . .  .max min max min
But this last expression is always positive, because of the choices of k and
a.
Let us check in a similar manner the left inequality.
d ad dmin min min
ax y d x y G q akl y k y d y s k al y 1 .  .mina y 1 a y 1 a y 1
f al y 1 f d y d q 1 y a.max min
This expression is also positive.
We can now conclude the existence of an expansion in base a of all
numbers of I with digits between d and d .min max
 .Remark. If d resp., d is taken to be null, the propositionmin max
remains valid under the same restrictions as in the remark following
Proposition 3.3.
PROPOSITION 3.5. The condition d G a y 1 is sufficient for the exis-max
tence of a balanced expansion in base a for e¨ery real number.
Proof. We need only notice that if z s  d ra j, the digits beingjGyN j
X X  . jtaken between d and d , then z y zra s  d y d ra ,min max jGyN j jy1
with the convention d s 0. Take dX s d y d . It is straightforwardyNy1 j j jy1
that we have an expansion in base a of z y zra with digits taken between
dX y dX and dX y dX ; furthermore the sums of all initial segmentsmin max max min
are obviously uniformly bounded.
Following Proposition 3.4, as soon as dX y dX G a y 1, an expansionmax min
of z exists. As z ¬ z y zra is one-to-one on R, if we take d s dX ymax max
dX , we conclude the existence of a balanced expansion for any real inmin
base a with digits taken between yd and d as soon as d G a y 1.max max max
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As a consequence of that last proposition and Proposition 2.1, we have
shown the first part of the main theorem, namely the sufficiency of the
 .condition m G a y 1 for the stabilization of system 1 .
4. BALANCED EXPANSIONS
In this section, we deal with the proof of the second part of the theorem.
We restrict ourselves to the case d s yd .min max
w xPROPOSITION 4.1. The condition d G a y 1 is necessary for the exis-max
tence of a balanced expansion of any real in base a.
Proof. Obviously we only need prove the lemma for all positive reals
 .else invert the sign of all digits in the expansion . The following proof is a
reductio ad absurdum.
w xWhen 1 - a F 2, the condition d G a y 1 reduces in the worst casemax
to d G 1, which is obviously necessary. Then let a ) 2.max
w x w xAssume d - a y 1; thus d F a y 2. Consider the numbers ofmax max
N i  q ..the form  a q 1r a a y 1 for N and q integers, in other words 1sis0
on the left of the separation mark, followed by a finite number of 0s and
an infinite number of 1s. Call d the digit at the jth rank d is equal to 0j j
.or 1 . Assume that number has another expansion with digits e , withj
w xd F a y 2. Let i be the index of the first digit different in bothmax
expansions by convention, the indices of the digits left of the separation
mark will be taken negative, so that the previous numbers are actually
` i.written  d ra . ThenisyN i
` e y dj j jaj)i
w xd q 1 a a y 1 1 e y d 1max i iF F F and G .iq1 i i i ia y 1a a a y 1 a a a .
We have just given a lower bound for the error introduced by the different
digit, and an upper bound for the difference that subsequent digits could
eventually have cancelled. Obviously, the only way these bounds join is
when all inequalities are equalities. This occurs when a is an integer and
all e are equal to 2 y a from some rank i q 1 on, which obviously forbidsj
a uniform bound on the sums of all initial segments. Therefore the
w xcondition d G a y 1 is necessary.max
PROPOSITION 4.2. For at least all a belonging to the union of inter¨ als
  4.defined by the inequality a - 1r 1 y a , the condition d G a y 1 ismax
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necessary for the existence of a balanced expansion in base a of e¨ery real
number. Furthermore, the set defined as the union of these inter¨ als has an
infinite Lebesgue measure.
Proof. Once more, the proof is a reductio ad absurdum. Consider the
numbers with an expansion in base a of the form
0, 0 ??? 0 1 0 ??? 0 1 0 ??? 0 ??? ,^` _^` _^` _
q q q0 1 2
i.e., blocks of 0s separated by a 1. As previously, call i the index of the first
different digit in both expansions. Then call u the distance to the nearest1
 .1 on the right the rank of that 1 is thus i q u , then u the distance to1 2
 .the next 1 with rank i q u , and so on. We have2
` e y d d d q 1j j max maxF q j j iqu1a a aj)i i-j-u1
d d q 1max maxq q q ??? j iqu2a aiqu -j-iqu1 2
`d 1maxs q j iqu pa aj)i ps1
`w xa y 1 1 1 1
s q q .u ui i 1 p /a aa a y 1 a . ps2
It is important to notice that, for p G 2, the u can be chosen arbitrarilyp
large, since they are directly related to the q the choice of which isl
.unconstrained . On the other hand u cannot be chosen randomly, be-1
cause it corresponds to the difference between both expansions. Therefore
u1 ` u p  .1ra F 1ra and  1ra , denoted by S a , can be taken arbitrarilyps2
small.
w xIn order to prove that if d s a y 1, we cannot always obtain, for allmax
values of a, an expansion of all reals in base a and necessarily, for these
w x .values of a, d G a G a y 1 , we need only find some a such thatmax
< `  . j < i e y d ra - 1ra . Following the preceding discussion, let us lookj) i j j
for the existence of a such that
w xa y 1 1
q q S a - 1. .i aa a y 1 .
w x  4Replacing a with a q a , this condition is rewritten as
1 a a y 1 S a .  .
a - y . 4  41 y a 1 y a
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 .Since S a can be chosen arbitrarily small, we need only study the
inequality
1
a - . 5 . 41 y a
 4  .Let us fix a . There is obviously a finite number of solutions of 5 ,
 4separated by a distance of 1. For another value of a very near but
greater, we have solutions very near the previous ones, and possibly new
 4solutions. When a goes to 1, the bound on a goes to infinity. All this
 .implies that the set of the values of a satisfying 5 is a union of intervals
 .which we call elementary of decreasing length and their right extremities
are integers. Let us compute the Lebesgue measure of that set. An
x welementary interval can be written as a , n q 1 , where a is a real between
  4.n and n q 1. More precisely, a is such that, for some a, a s 1r 1 y a .
 4  .Then, from n F a F n q 1 one deduces 1 y 1rn F a F 1 y 1r n q 1 .
x w  y1 .The length of an elementary interval a , n q 1 behaves thus like O n .
y1  .Since the series n diverges, we conclude that the set of solutions of 5
has an infinite measure in R.
This concludes the proof of the second part of the theorem.
5. CONCLUSION AND EXTENSIONS
In this paper, we have first reduced the problem of stabilizing a
particular linear discrete system to the existence problem of constrained
expansions in any real base a. The necessary and sufficient conditions
exhibited allow us to solve the initial stabilization problem. The role played
 .by m in Eq. 1 has been fully studied: in the general case, BIBS
stabilization is possible if and only if m G a y 1, and this yields the finesse
of the control applied to the considered system.
It seems natural to extend the domain of the values taken by a, for
w xinstance to complex values 6, 8, 11 . Unfortunately, this is not straightfor-
ward, since we lose the total order of the real set, which is the keystone to
all the previous proofs. If we refer to our initial control theoretic problem,
we could also consider matricial values of a and consider a multidimen-
.sional system in place of a scalar system . Although it is possible to define
the concept of a matricial expansion, the notions of minimality and
balance do not translate easily. In the general case, we have found control
laws that stabilize the controlled system which corresponds in the scalar
. w xcase to finding a balanced expansion 10 . As a comparison, when these
control laws are restricted to the scalar case, they yield the condition
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d G 2 a: there is a significant loss compared to the case discussed in thismax
paper.
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